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Hello Fellow Crazy ET Runners! 

Race day is quickly approaching- I hope that you are just as excited as I am for the 13th 
annual ET race! Welcome back to the many of you that ran in past years' ET race or one 
of the many other Calico Racing events. Your return to another one of my events is a 
great compliment, so thank you. For all of the others, welcome to the growing Calico 
Racing family! I hope to make this a special event for everyone. Don’t forget your 
costumes! 

Below is some information about race day that will ensure for a smooth event. Please 
read it in its ENTIRETY as it will answer 99.9% of questions you may have. 

Volunteers: Please remember to thank your volunteers! They are out there in the 

middle of the night likely 2+ hours from home- true Angels! I am still looking for a few 
more volunteers! If you have someone traveling with you to the race that is not 
participating that is willing to help out on an assigned position for a couple of hours, 
please email me ASAP. I also have a few positions available for anyone running the 5K or 
10K that is willing to volunteer after they finish their race: calicoracing@hotmail.com 

***SWITCHING DISTANCES*** Calico Racing permits the switching of distance without 
an administrative fee (upgrade in distance fees apply) but YOU MUST TELL US! If you 
would like to switch distance from what you are registered for, please email me NO 
LATER THAN Wednesday of race week at 11:59pm. calicoracing@hotmail.com. Failure 
to comply will mess up the results and awards- so your cooperation is expected.  

Bib Numbers: Bibs should be worn on your front. 4 pins will be included with your race 
packet. 

Timing Chips: Chips must be worn on your shoe, only. Two beaded zip ties will be in 
your race packet to secure your timing chip to your shoe through your laces. Your loaner 
timing chip needs to be returned at the finish line.  A volunteer will be on site to assist. 
Failure to return your timing chip immediately following the race will be subject to a $10 
fee.   

Start Times:  All runners must start with their respective gun time and be across the 
timing mats within 5 minutes of the official start. Those starting later than 5 minutes 
after the official gun start will be reported with gun time only.  Please note that the 51K, 
Marathon, and Half Marathon are a chip captured finish with a gun start (i.e. no timing 
mat at the start line.) The crowd is small enough that all participants pass the start line 
within ~20 seconds, so not to worry.  
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**PACKET PICK UP AND BUS LOCATION**  

Saturday, August 17: 4pm- 8pm: Packet pick up and event sales at the Silver Sevens 
Casino; 4100 Paradise Road, Las Vegas, NV 89169. Inside, follow signs for "Tower 
Rooms". Take the elevator to the 3rd floor to TOWER ROOM 3348. (A volunteer will 
be at the locked door by 4pm to allow access). Those arriving at the race start line 
without traveling through Las Vegas may collect their packets at the start line. No need 
to email me to ask permission, but please make an honest effort to collect it in Las 
Vegas if in the area. Packets uncollected in Las Vegas will be transported up to the race 
venue on the buses. Packets for the 51K, Marathon, and 1/2 Marathon will be arriving 
on the buses and will be available at the Black Mailbox (Marathon and 51K start line) 
from approximately 11:15pm- 11:40pm.  Packets for the 10K and 5K will arrive on the 
buses and will be available at the Little A'le'Inn (10K and 5K start line) from 
approximately 12am- 12:45am. 

NOTE: YES- you may pick up a friend's packet for them. But, ONLY take the race 
envelope if they are RACING as it contains their loaner timing chip; and please ensure 
they KNOW and gave you PERMISSION to collect it. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE: Please note that Calico Racing no longer accepts credit cards at 
packet pick up, nor on race day. If you plan on registering for the race at packet pick up 
or possibly buying merchandise, please note it is CASH ONLY. Please plan accordingly. 
Thanks! 

Saturday, August 17: 8:30- 8:45pm: Buses load at the Silver Sevens Casino; 4100 
Paradise Road, Las Vegas, NV 89169, on the south side of the parking lot (a map of the 
loading area is available on the race website) for those that have paid for the 
contracted round trip bus transportation. Bus departure time is 8:45pm. Parking for the 
bus is at the Silver Sevens Hotel and Casino (4100 Paradise Rd, Las Vegas, NV 89169) 
regardless of overnight stay. You may use the surface parking or parking garage. POST 
RACE: Buses will DROP OFF at Silver Sevens. 

Last Minute Bus Tickets: If you are ALREADY registered for the race only, and would like 
to ADD the bus ticket ($30 round trip per person), I have created a "Last Minute Bus 
Ticket ONLY" category that you can use to register on active.com. Seats are NOT held 
on verbal notice- only confirmed upon receipt of payment. Use the "Register Now" link 
on the website and choose the "Last Minute Bus Ticket ONLY" option at the bottom, 
for participants and/ or spectator tickets. 

Confirmed Bus Tickets: A list of those who have confirmed bus tickets has been posted 
to the website. Please check to ensure you are on the list if you think you have a ticket. 
Any issues please email me ASAP to get it sorted out sooner than later. Please note the 
DATE on the first page, as it is not updated in real time. Note that there are no physical 
bus tickets, but rather are denoted based on your assigned bib number sequence. Be 
sure to wear your bib number on your front when boarding the bus.   
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Transportation: 

BUS: For those of you who’ve paid for the contracted bus service, your "ticket" will be 
your bib number. Bib number sequences have been assigned based on those who 
bought the bus ticket. Purchased Spectator Bus Tickets will be denoted by a special 
sticker on the runner's bib number; one sticker per paid spectator. Please check the 
"Confirmed Bus Tix" list that is now posted to the website to ensure your name is on it. 
Any issues, please email me ASAP and get it sorted out sooner than later. If you would 
like to ADD A BUS TIX to your entry please take care of this now by registering ONLINE 
for the "LAST MINUTE BUS TICKET ONLY". Limited space is still available and will only 
be confirmed once paid. Tickets MAY be available at packet pick up, but there is no 
guarantee, as we have a finite number of seats.   Buses load at the Silver Sevens 
Casino; 4100 Paradise Road, Las Vegas, NV 89169, on the south side of the parking lot 
starting at 8:30pm and will depart at 8:45pm. Please wear your bib number! There will 
be approx. 6 buses, 56 passengers each complete with bathroom. There will be a 
designated bus for Marathon Maniacs/ Half Fanatics members. There will also be a 
10K/5K only bus for those in the 10K/5K who are not joined by a runner in another 
distance (look for the sign posted on the bus), this may make a quick stop at the Black 
Mailbox, and will proceed quickly to the A'le'Inn 10K/5K start line. *Note* If you are a 
10K/ 5K runner accompanied by a runner in any other distance, you can ride whichever 
bus you like. After the event, the first bus will depart to return to Las Vegas when there 
is a completely full bus of runners, ROUGHLY at 2:45am. The final bus will depart at 
8:05am. 

**Special note for 10K/5K runners riding the bus, which is NOT designated 10K/5K 
only**Upon arriving at the Black Mailbox you will get off the bus and can collect your 
Glow bracelet, and stay with your friends who may be running the other distances. By 
11:30pm please be ON THE FRONT-MOST BUS (LISTEN FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS AS THIS 
MAY CHANGE), for an immediate departure to your start line at the Little A'le'Inn. These 
details may change slightly as final numbers come in, so please just listen to 
announcements race night. 

PARKING FOR THE CONTRACTED BUS: Is at the Silver Sevens Hotel and Casino 
(regardless of overnight stay) located at 4100 Paradise Road/ Las Vegas, NV 89169. You 
may use the parking garage or surface parking. 

DRIVING: For those of you driving yourselves, please check the “directions” page for 
directions to the start line. If you are racing the marathon, 51K, or ½ marathon, please 
report to the Marathon & 51K Start line “the Black Mailbox”. This is 20 miles from the 
turn off of Highway 93. Please park along the dirt road perpendicular to the ET Highway, 
out of the way, not blocking traffic. ALL Half Marathon runners will be bused to their 
start lines. There is NO parking nor drop off at the 1/2 marathon start! The Black 
Mailbox will be attended with volunteers starting at 10pm. Those of you driving 
yourselves are strongly encouraged to arrive between 10:15pm- 10:30pm, before the 
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buses arrive. Please do not plan on intentionally following the buses. Anyone arriving 
and parking at the Black Mailbox prior to 10pm may be redirected to park in 
accordance with volunteer instructions. 

10K/ 5K runners driving themselves: Please report directly to the Little A’le’Inn 
Restaurant in Rachel. This is 40 miles from the turn off of Highway 93. The Little A’le’Inn 
is the start line for the 10K & 5K, the finish line for all 5 distances, and the location of the 
post race breakfast. IMPORTANT NOTE: Contracted troopers have been instructed to 
hold all traffic at 11:55pm for a clear start for the marathoners and 51K runners. After 
their start the buses will depart, then you will be allowed to follow behind. PLEASE plan 
on passing by this point no later than 11:50pm en route to your start line. Otherwise 
you WILL get stuck behind traffic and will likely miss your start time. 

1/2 Marathoners (ALL): There is no parking nor drop off at your start line! You MUST be 
on the bus at the Black Mailbox by 11:45pm for a clear start of the marathon and 51K 
and immediate departure to follow. Be sure to use the portable toilets at the Black 
Mailbox and on the bus. Toilets and time are very limited at your start line. Bushes and 
darkness are abundant. 

Transportation will be provided back to the Black Mailbox to collect your cars for those 
of you driving yourselves. This will run roughly every 30-45 minutes, based on demand, 
starting at 3am. 10K/ 5K runners driving yourselves: if you're heading home after your 
race, are passing by the black mailbox, and have room in your car; perhaps you could 
offer a ride to someone needing to collect their car? 

**SAFETY REQUIREMENT**  

*All runners are REQUIRED to wear a 360 degree reflective vest AND carry a handheld 
flashlight or wear a headlamp; glow-bracelets will additionally be provided. A 360 
degree reflective vest can be pre-purchased for $9 during the registration process and 
will be collected at packet pick up. If you have one of your own you may wear that 
instead, but it must be a 360 degree reflective vest. At present, we anticipate having 
extra vests available for sale at packet pick up for $9. We encourage you to 
additionally maximize your visibility with ankle or arm bands.  All runners will be 
provided with 1 Glo bracelet please wear it- this is IN ADDITION to the reflective and 
light requirements! 

***Please note that this is a permit requirement and you are required to comply in 
order to run the race. Your vest MUST be 360 degree reflective.  Any excess inventory 
of our vests after pre-sales will be available for purchase at packet pick up on a first 
come first serve basis until sold out. 

Pre-Race Fueling: Due to the late time of night this race starts, many people find their 
pre-race fueling different than morning start times. I suggest eating your pre-race meal 
as close to Las Vegas departure as possible- for most runners this is still 4+ hours prior to 
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your start time. I also suggest bringing your own sports bar, drink, banana or snack of 
your choice for consumption maybe an hour prior to your start just to top off the tank. 

A'le'Inn: For those of you arriving into Rachel before the race, PLEASE do not go inside 
and ask the A'le'Inn staff about the race. They are busy with their own duties and are 
not informed about "all things race". Note there is NO race provided transportation 
from the A'le'Inn to the marathon, 51K, nor 1/2 start lines. 

Costumes: We highly encourage costumes at the race and have had some great ones in 
the past! We award "Best Costume" awards to the best 2 alien inspired costumes. If you 
would like to be considered for the award, please SEE ME at your start line while in 
costume. Your bib number must be visible. A race committee will make the final winner 
decisions. 

Dry clothes bags: Yes, you may have a dry clothes bag. Use your own bag and clearly 
mark it with your name. ALL marathon, 51K, and 1/2 marathon bags should be LEFT ON 
THE BUS, in the baggage bays below. They will be transported to the finish line for you 
where a volunteer will remove them at the Little A'le'Inn finish line and lay them out on 
a tarp. Buses and tarps will be numbered corresponding to each other, so that bags 
from bus #3 are laid out on tarp #3. These will not be guarded so we are not responsible 
for lost belongings, so no valuables please. If you are driving yourself to the marathon, 
51K or half marathon start, you may place your dry clothes bag on any of the buses and 
it will be transported for you to the finish line- note the bus number. Please remember 
to collect your bags after the race as bags will NOT be mailed. 

Aid station and portable toilet locations are listed on the website. Visit the "aid 
stations" tab listed under the event title. Aid Stations are 3-4 miles apart so Remember 
your water bottle! 10K and 5K runners will have water every 1.55 miles apart and do 
not need to carry a bottle.  

* Please note: I will be coming up from the packet pick up in Las Vegas, and it is likely I 
will not arrive at the marathon start until 11:15pm. If you show up before then, please 
do not be concerned. I will be starting each of the 5 distances, so 10K/ 5K runners, sit 
tight- have fun and I’ll see you before your race! A volunteer should be present until I 
get there. 

*** Please also note: Don’t forget- when you’re driving there may already/ still be 
runners on the road. Please drive slowly and give them the same level of respect you 
would desire. Also, please be mindful of NOT using your brights in the runners' eyes. 
Thanks. 

**** There is no GAS in Rachel. Gas is available in Alamo and Ash Springs. 

***** DO NOT EXPECT CELL SERVICE AT THE RACE VENUE. Coverage is spotty. 
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Course Safety: 

**Two contracted Troopers will be on site at either end of the highway. They will be 
controlling traffic, however the roads will be open. Exercise extreme caution at all times. 
If you experience blurry vision or spatial disorientation while running, it is advised to 
stop or slow down. Concentrate and focus on one area, such as the white line of the 
highway. 

 You must run on the shoulder of the road. Running 2 abreast is only permissible 
if both of you are out of the roadway.  

 Runners are not permitted to cross over the roadway. Stay on the south side of 
the Highway.  

 Please appreciate the fact that this permit was extremely difficult to get, and a 
successful event is imperative to the perpetuity of this race. Your cooperation is 
required and appreciated. Anyone conducting themselves in such a way to 
jeopardize the safety of the event will be disqualified.  

 Anyone dropping from the event MUST inform an aid station volunteer or report 
to the finish line. ALL timing chips must be returned!  

 Yes- you may wear an Ipod as long as the volume is reasonable and you can hear 
the possible rattle of a snake. In the years there have been 2 snake sightings. 
They are rare, but possible so best to keep your ears and eyes open and your 
light on. 

 Yes- it is open range so you may see cattle on the roadway. Thus far we have not 
had any close cattle encounters during the race, but I have seen them in the road 
mid-day. If you see them, approach slowly and proceed with caution along the 
course.  

 There are 2 cattle guard crossings on the marathon, 51K, and 1/2 marathon 
courses. These will be covered and a cautionary sign will advise you.  

Volunteers: Please remember to thank your volunteers! They are out there in the 
middle of the night likely 2+ hours from home- true Angels! I am still looking for a few 
more volunteers! If you have someone traveling with you to the race that is not 
participating that is willing to help out on an assigned position for a few hours, please 
email me ASAP: calicoracing@hotmail.com 

Breakfast: Breakfast is included in your entry fee and will be available OUTSIDE the Little 
A’le’Inn (finish line) from 1:30am-8am. Runners’ bib #’s will function as your ticket. For 
those that have purchased “spectator breakfast”, a wristband will be in your race 
envelope at packet pick up. Please ensure that your spectator wears it.  

A'le'Inn: The Little A'le'Inn will be open for business with limited menu items for 
purchase. They have retail items for sale and the bar (ID required) will be open- so bring 
some cash and please thank them for being a part of the ET race. 

Finish Line: Wet and dry towels will be available at the finish line to clean off. Please 
return these to the bin labeled “used”. 
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Timing: Your loaner timing chip will be in your race envelope. You must wear it on your 
shoe in order to be timed! For the 51K, marathon, and 1/2 marathon: Technically you 
will still have just one GUN time, but the finish time is chip captured. There will be no 
timing mat at your start line, just the finish line. The event sizes are small enough that 
this should not be a factor. The largest race distance will take roughly 20 seconds for 
everyone to cross the start line. Line up according to pace, please. You MUST return 
your timing chip.  10K/ 5K will be chip start / chip finish so please be sure to cross over 
the mat. 

Mile Markers: Mile markers will be at each mile split for each of the 5 distances. They 
are signs placed inside traffic cones on the side of the road. The mile number is 
reflective! Signs are color coordinated: Marathon= blue; 1/2 Marathon= Green; 10K= 
Silver. 5K= Purple. 51K is concurrent with the marathon until mile 23, then you will 
continue in Red for markers 25, Turn Around (25.8) and 30. ** All marathon, and 51K 
runners must verbally tell their bib number to the clipboard volunteer at your turn 
around.  

Cattle Guards: There are 2 Cattle Guards on the marathon and/ or1/2 marathon course. 
There will be a sign alerting that it is coming up, and they will be covered. There may be 
a "lip" to the covering, so PLEASE watch your step! 

Weather: Expect temps in the mid 70s at the start, cooling to mid 60s- no sun : ) Great 
running weather, but expect to get a little chilly after your finish, so you may want to 
bring long sleeves for post race! 

Boy- that’s a lot of stuff! Safety first….now let’s have some fun!! 

See you all soon!  

Joyce 

 

 

 


